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Abstract
Recently a new construction of rings was introduced by Cassidy, Goetz, and Shelton. Some of these
rings, called generalized Laurent polynomial rings, are quadratic Artin–Schelter regular algebras of global
dimension 4. We study a family of such algebras which have finite-order point-scheme automorphisms
but which are not finitely generated over their centers. Our main result is the classification of all fat point
modules for each algebra in the family. We also consider the action of the shift functor τ and prove τ has
infinite order on a fat point module F precisely when the center acts trivially on F . The proofs of these facts
use the noncommutative geometry of some cubic Artin–Schelter regular algebras of global dimension 3.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The primary goal of this paper is the study of the noncommutative algebraic geometry associ-
ated to a new family of Artin–Schelter regular algebras of global dimension 4 introduced in [4].
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. A connected, N-graded, K-algebra
A is Artin–Schelter regular, [2], if A has finite GK-dimension, has global dimension d , and has
the Gorenstein property: ExtnA(T ,A) = δn,dT , where T denotes the trivial A–A-bimodule. Since
we will not consider other notions of regularity, in this paper a regular algebra means an Artin–
Schelter regular algebra.
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problem in noncommutative algebraic geometry for many years. Classification in dimension 2
is easy while the classification in dimension 3 is contained in the celebrated papers of Artin,
Schelter, Tate, Van den Bergh, and Stephenson [1–3,9,10]. Classifying regular algebras of global
dimension 4 is much more difficult and is an open problem.
It is well known, e.g., [8], that a quadratic regular algebra of global dimension 4 is a Koszul
algebra with Hilbert series 1
(1−t)4 , similar to the polynomial algebra on 4 generators. For this
reason we refer to such an algebra as a quantum P3. If A is a quantum P3, then A = T (V ∗)/I
where V ∗ is the K-dual of a 4-dimensional K-vector space V , T (V ∗) is the tensor algebra on V ∗,
and I = 〈I2〉 is the graded ideal of T (V ∗) generated by a 6-dimensional subspace I2 ⊂ V ∗ ⊗V ∗.
Let Γ ⊂ P(V )×P(V ) be the scheme defined by the zero locus of I2. If Γ is finite, then it follows
from [6, Theorem 4.1.3] that Γ is the graph of a scheme automorphism τ :E → E. Furthermore
the scheme E parametrizes the point modules of A, e.g., [6, Theorem 4.1.1]. A point module for
a graded algebra is a graded, cyclic module which is generated in degree zero and has Hilbert
series 11−t . Similarly, for any regular algebra of global dimension 3, there is a scheme Γ which
is the graph of an automorphism τ :E → E and E parametrizes the point modules, see [2] for
example. If A is a quantum P3 with a finite Γ or A is any regular algebra of global dimension 3,
we call E the point scheme of A and τ :E → E the associated point-scheme automorphism.
If A is a regular algebra of dimension 3 and τ is the associated point-scheme automorphism,
then [3] proves: τ has finite order if and only if A is finitely generated as a module over its center.
Stephenson and Vancliff, [11], found examples of quantum P3’s which have finite-order point-
scheme automorphisms and yet the algebra is not finitely generated as a module over its center.
Recently another family of quantum P3’s exhibiting this phenomenon was found in [4].
Definition 1.1. Fix scalars r,α ∈ K×. Let C(r,α) = K〈x, y, d,u〉/I where I is the ideal gener-
ated by the six quadratic elements
xd − dy, yd − α dx, ux − ryu, uy − αr−1xu,
du− (xy − ryx), ud + αr(xy − r−1yx).
For r ∈ K× let A(r) be the down-up algebra
K〈x, y〉/〈x2y − (r + r−1)xyx + yx2, y2x − (r + r−1)yxy + xy2〉.
In the terminology and notation of [4], C(r,α) is the generalized Laurent polynomial ring
A(r)[d,u;σ,hr ], where σ =
( 0 1
α 0
)
, hr = xy − ryx. We also note that hr−1 = xy − r−1yx is
a normal regular element in A(r).
The main properties of C(r,α) are summarized in the following theorem. We will also use the
notation C = C(r,α) from now on.
Theorem 1.2. (See [4].) The algebra C is:
(1) a free right (or left) A(r)-module on the basis {di, i > 0} ∪ {uj , j  0},
(2) a quantum P3 and a Noetherian domain.
The algebras C(r,α) also have interesting geometry. With further restrictions on the scalars r
and α we have the following.
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of unity.
(1) The center of C is
Z(C) =
{
K[(hrhr−1)k/2, d2k, u2k] if k is even,
K[(hrhr−1)k, d2k, u2k] if k is odd.
(2) C is not finite over its center.
(3) The point scheme of C is finite (4 points, not reduced) and the point-scheme automorphism
has finite order.
The following facts are proved in [4]. If r and α are both not roots of unity, then the center
of C is the field K and the point-scheme automorphism has infinite order. If r4 
= 1, then the
point scheme is finite and the point-scheme automorphism has finite order 2k if and only if α is
a primitive kth root of unity. If r is a root of unity, we do not know the center of C and suspect
C is finite over its center in this case.
Since we are interested in quantum P3’s which are not finite over their centers and have finite-
order point-scheme automorphisms, the following conditions are enforced on the scalars r and α
for the rest of the paper.
(1) r is not a root of unity.
(2) α is a primitive kth root of unity.
There is an interesting difference between the algebra C(r,α) and the algebras studied in [5].
The algebras in [5] have the property that their point-scheme automorphisms have order two. In
contrast, the order of the point-scheme automorphism of C(r,α) can be arbitrarily large since it
depends on the order of α. The proof of Proposition 4.4 in [4] shows: if k is the order of α, then
the order of the point-scheme automorphism is 2k.
Let S be any Noetherian, connected, N-graded K-algebra. For n ∈ Z and a graded S-
module M , the module M[n] has the same underlying vector space as M but M[n]k = Mn+k
for all k ∈ Z. We denote by gr-modS the category of finitely generated S-modules and by torsS
the full subcategory of finite-length graded S-modules. We recall from [3] the quotient category
ProjS := gr-modS/ torsS. For M ∈ gr-modS we will denote the class of M in ProjS by [M].
We also recall the shift functor defined by τ : Ob(ProjS) → Ob(ProjS), τ([M]) = [M[1]]. The
shift functor is closely related to the point-scheme automorphism associated to the point scheme
mentioned earlier. It is the underlying function on closed points for the point-scheme automor-
phism. For this reason we will continue to use the letter τ for both the shift functor and the
point-scheme automorphism. The meaning of τ should be clear from context.
Let e > 1 be an integer. A fat point module of multiplicity e is a graded C-module which has
Hilbert series e1−t , is generated in degree 0, and is 1-critical with respect to GK-dimension. A fat
point is an equivalence class [F ] ∈ ProjC for some fat point module F .
In [5], some families of multiplicity 2 fat point modules were described for the quantum P3’s
found by Stephenson and Vancliff in [11]. Furthermore the shift functor acts on these families
with infinite order. The impetus for this paper was to determine if a similar fact holds for the
quantum P3’s constructed in [4].
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otherwise the center acts nontrivially on M . Our main theorem is the following.
Theorem 1.4. If F is a fat point module for C, then the multiplicity of F is two. Let τ : [M] →
[M[1]] be the shift functor on ProjC. Then:
(1) The family of fat points for which the center acts trivially is parametrized by K×. For ζ ∈ K×
we denote a fat point in this family by [F(ζ )]. The action of τ is given by τ [F(ζ )] = [F(rζ )].
(2) There are two families of fat points for which the center acts nontrivially. Each family is
parametrized by K×/{±1}. For λ ∈ K×/{±1} we denote a fat point in the first family by
[D(λ)] and a fat point in the second family by [U(λ)]. The action of τ is given by τ [D(λ)] =
[D(α−1/2λ)] and τ [U(λ)] = [U(α1/2λ)].
Since r is not a root of unity, Theorem 1.4(1) implies that there exist fat point modules upon
which the shift functor acts with infinite order. This reinforces the results from [5] and shows
that the fat point modules and the shift functor carry information in addition to the information
afforded by the point scheme and point-scheme automorphism.
Let k be the order of α. Then Theorem 1.4(2) implies that the order of the shift functor on the
fat points for which the center acts nontrivially is equal to k. It is remarkable that k is exactly
half the order of the point-scheme automorphism.
The proof of Theorem 1.4 is contained in Sections 2–4. In Section 2 we describe some families
of fat point modules of multiplicity 2 for which the center acts trivially. In Section 3 we show
that the fat point modules found in Section 2 give all of the fat point modules upon which the
center acts trivially. Finally in Section 4 we find all of the fat point modules for which the center
acts nontrivially; all such modules have multiplicity 2 as well.
Throughout the paper all modules will be right modules. This is justified by the following
remark.
Remark 1.5. Let C(r,α)op be the opposite algebra of C(r,α). Then C(r,α)op ∼= C(r,α) via
x → α−1ry, y → x, d → u, u → α−1rd .
2. Some multiplicity 2 fat point modules
Fix a scalar ζ ∈ K× and let β be a fixed square root of r
α(1−r2) . Let F =
⊕
n∈NFn be an
N-graded vector space over K with dimK Fn = 2 for all n 0. Also fix a basis {en, fn} for Fn,
n 0. We now proceed to define a graded right C-module structure on F depending on ζ .
For a generator g ∈ {x, y, d,u} of C, we denote the action of g on Fn by g(n). The reader
should note that, since we will only consider right modules, all maps will act on the right. In the
ordered basis {en, fn}, let d(n) =
( 0 0
1 0
)
and u(n) = ( 0 10 0 ) for each n 0. The actions of x and y
are somewhat more complicated and we record them in the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Fix an integer k  0.
(1) If n = 2k, let
x(n) =
(
r−kβ 0
0 rkβ
)
and y(n) =
(
rkζ 0
0 αr−(k+1)β2ζ−1
)
.
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x(n) =
(
r−(k+1)β2ζ−1 0
0 rk+1ζ
)
and y(n) =
(
rkβ 0
0 αr−(k+1)β
)
.
It is now straightforward (if tedious) to prove that the above definitions give a graded right C-
module structure on the graded vector space F . We will denote this module by F(ζ ) to indicate
the dependence on ζ ∈ K×. It is also clear that F(ζ ) is GK-critical so [F(ζ )] is a fat point in
ProjC.
Remark 2.2. The definition of F(ζ ) depends on the choice of a square root of r
α(1−r2) . However,
if we choose another square root and denote the corresponding module by F−(ζ ), then it is easy
to see that F−(ζ ) ∼= F(−ζ ) in gr-modC.
Lemma 2.3. The center of C acts trivially on F(ζ ).
Proof. It is clear that d2 and u2 annihilate F(ζ ). The formula hrhr−1 = −(αr)−1du2d shows
that hrhr−1 acts as zero on F(ζ ). So from 1.3, Z(C)1 annihilates F(ζ ). 
We now wish to determine the isomorphisms among the F(ζ ). Let ζ ′ ∈ K× and suppose
φ : F(ζ ) → F(ζ ′) is an isomorphism. Let g′(n) denote the action of g ∈ C on F(ζ ′). The map φ
is simply a collection of K-linear isomorphisms φn :F(ζ )n → F(ζ ′)n, n ∈ N, commuting with
the C-action in the sense that φng′(n) = g(n)φn+1 for all n ∈ N and g ∈ C.
Proposition 2.4. F(ζ ) ∼= F(ζ ′) if and only if ζ = ζ ′ in K×.
Proof. Let φ :F(ζ ) → F(ζ ′) be an isomorphism. Since φng′(n) = g(n)φn+1 holds for g ∈ {d,u}
and all n  0, it is easy to see that for some λ,μ ∈ K×, φn =
(
λ 0
0 μ
)
when n is even, and
φn =
(
μ 0
0 λ
)
when n is odd. Now consider φ0x′(0) = x(0)φ1. Let I2 denote the 2 × 2 identity
matrix. From 2.1, x(0) = x′(0) = βI2 so in fact λ = μ and φn = λI2 for all n 0. It follows that
ζ = ζ ′. 
We now consider the action of the shift functor τ on the class of F(ζ ). We will show that the
family {[F(ζ )], ζ ∈ K×} is closed under the shift functor.
Proposition 2.5. If ζ ∈ K×, then (F (ζ )[1])0 ∼= F(rζ ).
Proof. Let F ′ = (F (ζ )[1])0. Note that we are using the bases on F ′ and F(rζ ) for which the
C-action is given by 2.1. The actions of x and y on F ′0 are given by
(
r−1β2ζ−1 0
0 rζ
)
and
(
β 0
0 αr−1β
)
respectively. Define a K-linear map ψ :F ′ → F(rζ ) by ψi =
(
βr−1ζ−1 0
0 1
)
for i even and
ψi =
( 1 0
0 βr−1ζ−1
)
for i odd. It is clear that ψ is an isomorphism of graded K-vector spaces.
Furthermore it is easy to check that ψ commutes with the C-action. 
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Corollary 2.6. Let ζ, ζ ′ ∈ K×. Let τ : [M] → [M[1]] be the shift functor on ProjC.
(1) τ [F(ζ )] = [F(rζ )].
(2) [F(ζ )] = [F(ζ ′)] if and only if ζ = ζ ′.
(3) τ does not have finite order on [F(ζ )].
3. Fat point modules with trivial central action
The goal in this section is to prove that the modules F(ζ ), ζ ∈ K×, defined above, exhaust
the fat point modules for which Z(C) acts trivially. In order to prove this we will use some of
the noncommutative geometry of the subring A(r). It is well known, see [2] for example, that
A(r) is a regular algebra of global dimension 3 and if r is not a root of unity, then A(r) is not
a finitely generated module over its center. It follows, from [3, Theorem 7.1, Proposition 7.8],
that the point-scheme automorphism has infinite order and if N is a critical A(r)-module of
GK-dimension 1, then N is a shifted point module. We record the point modules of A(r) in the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let E ⊂ P1 × P1 denote the point scheme of A(r) and let ψ :E → E denote
the point-scheme automorphism.
(1) The point scheme E is the union of two curves C1 and C2 where C1 = {([1, b], [1, rb]) |
b ∈ P1} and C2 = {([1, b], [1, r−1b]) | b ∈ P1}.
(2) For all b ∈ P1 we have:
(a) ψ([1, b], [1, rb]) = ([1, rb], [1, r2b]),
(b) ψ([1, b], [1, r−1b]) = ([1, r−1b], [1, r−2b]).
Proof. A straightforward computation. 
[2] proves that for any regular algebra of global dimension 3, the isomorphism classes of point
modules are in one-to-one correspondence with the closed points of the point scheme. If P is a
point module and p the corresponding point in the point scheme, we will write P ∼ p to indicate
this correspondence. This notation is in force for the rest of the paper.
For the rest of this section we fix the following notation and assumptions. Let F be a fat
point module for C on which the center acts trivially. We note that the elements d2, u2 ∈ C are
normal elements. Hence Fd2 and Fu2 are submodules of F . Since F is GK-critical, we have
[Fd2] = [F ] or [Fd2] = 0 in ProjC with similar remarks for Fu2. If k is the order of α, then d2k ,
u2k ∈ Z(C)+, so our assumption that Z(C) acts trivially on F implies that [Fd2] = [Fu2] = 0.
By shifting, we may and will assume that Fd2 = 0 and Fu2 = 0 in gr-modC.
Consider the module F with the action restricted to A(r). We will denote this A(r)-module
by F˜ . We will now argue that F˜ contains a shifted point module P for A(r).
Lemma 3.2. Let F be a fat point module for C which is annihilated by u2 and d2. The module
F˜ has the following properties.
(1) GKdim F˜ = 1.
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(3) If T denotes the trivial A(r)-module, then HomA(r)(T , F˜ ), is zero.
Proof. First note that since F˜ is infinite-dimensional over K , (1) follows from (2). We now
prove (2). F is finitely generated by F0 as a C-module by definition. We claim F0, F0u, F0d
generate F˜ as an A(r)-module. Let G denote the A(r)-submodule of F˜ generated by F0, F0u,
F0d . Let f ∈ F and write f = v.c for some v ∈ F0, c ∈ C. From 1.2(1), c = ∑i0 uiai +∑
j>0 d
jbj for some ai, bj ∈ A(r). So f = v.c = vu.a1 + v.a0 + vd.b1 ∈ G, where the last
equality holds since u2, d2 annihilate F . Thus (2) holds.
For (3), if TA(r) ⊂ F˜0, then there is 0 
= v ∈ F˜0 such that v.x = v.y = 0. Consider vC ⊂ F .
Then 1.2(1) implies that vC is spanned by v, v.u, v.d over K . However this contradicts the fact
that F is GK-critical. 
From the lemma it now follows that F˜ has a critical composition series whose factors are
shifted point modules. In particular we may and will assume F˜ contains a point module P for
A(r).
Let us fix the following notation for the rest of the paper. If V is a vector space over K and
v1, . . . , vn ∈ V , then 〈v1, . . . , vn〉 denotes the K-span of v1, . . . , vn in V .
Theorem 3.3. Let F be a fat point module for C which is annihilated by u2 and d2. If e = e(F )
denotes the multiplicity of F , then e = 2.
Proof. By definition, e  2. We assume e  3 and aim for a contradiction. From the discussion
above, let P ⊂ F be a point module for A(r). Choose a basis {ei} for Pi for each i  0 for which
the actions of x and y on ei are determined by 3.1. There are three cases to consider. We use the
notation g(i) for the action of g ∈ {x, y, d,u} from Fi to Fi+1.
Case 1. P ∼ ([0,1], [0,1]).
By examining the relations of C we see (eid(i))x(i+1) = α−1ei+1d(i+1), (eid(i))y(i+1) =
(eid
(i))u(i+1) = 0 and since d2 acts as zero, (eid(i))d(i+1) = 0. Similarly, (eiu(i))x(i+1) =
rei+1u(i+1), (eiu(i))y(i+1) = (eiu(i))d(i+1) = 0 and since u2 acts as zero, (eiu(i))u(i+1) = 0.
Now consider N =⊕i0〈eid(i), eiu(i)〉. Then the formulas above show that N is a C-submodule
of F which is proper since dimNi  2 for all i  0. Since F is critical, N = 0, but then we see
that P is a nonzero, proper, C-submodule of F which is the desired contradiction.
Case 2. P ∼ ([1, b], [1, rb]) for some b ∈ K .
Let N =⊕i0〈eid(i)〉. Considering the relations of C, it is clear that N is stable under the
action of x and y. Since d2 acts as zero, d annihilates N . It remains to consider the action of u.
We have (eid(i))u(i+1) = ei(x(i)y(i+1) − ry(i)x(i+1)) = ri+1bei+2 − r(ri)bei+2 = 0. So in fact
N is a proper C-submodule of F , thus N = 0. Now let M =⊕i0〈ei+1, eiu(i)〉. Then it is clear
that x, y, u stabilize M . Since ud ∈ A(r) and eid(i) = 0, it is apparent that M is a nonzero,
proper, C-submodule of F . We have again reached a contradiction.
Case 3. P ∼ ([1, b], [1, r−1b]) for some b ∈ K .
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To conclude this section we will show that the only multiplicity 2 fat points for which Z(C)
acts trivially are the modules F(ζ ), ζ ∈ K× defined in the previous section.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose F = ⊕i0 Fi is a multiplicity 2 fat point module annihilated by u2
and d2. For each i  0 there exists an ordered basis {ei, fi} of Fi for which the actions of d and
u are given by d(i) = ( 0 01 0 ) and u(i) = ( 0 10 0 ).
Proof. First suppose d(0) acts invertibly on F0. Then there is a choice of bases for which
d(0) = I2, the 2 × 2 identity matrix. Since d2 acts as zero on F , d(1) = 0. From the relations
of C, we see that x(1) = y(1) = 0 and u(1) = 0. Hence F1 is a nonzero, proper, submodule of F ,
a contradiction. By symmetry, the case where u(0) acts invertibly also leads to a contradiction.
Now consider the case that d(0) and u(0) have a simultaneous nonzero null vector, say 0 
=
v ∈ F0. Let f1 = vx(0) and inductively define fi = fi−1x(i−1) for i  2. We will show that N =⊕
i1〈f1〉 is a submodule of F . From the relations we easily see that d(1) and u(1) annihilate f1.
Evaluating du − (xy − ryx), ud + αr(xy − r−1)yx on v yields 0 = f1y(1) − rvy(0)x(1) and
0 = f1y(1) − r−1vy(0)x(1). Now since r 
= r−1 we have f1y(1) = vy(0)x(1) = 0. We have shown
that y(1), d(1), u(1) all annihilate f1. Inductively assume y(i), d(i), u(i) annihilate fi for some
i  1. It is then easy to see that y(i+1), d(i+1), u(i+1) annihilate fi+1. So N is a proper submodule
of F and hence N = 0. In particular f1 = vx(0) = 0. A parallel argument with y playing the role
of x shows vy(0) = 0. But then 〈v〉 is a nonzero, proper, submodule of F , which is a contradiction.
The only remaining possibility is that rankd(0) = ranku(0) = 1. In fact we may assume (since
F is equivalent to any of its tails in ProjC), that rankd(i) = ranku(i) = 1 for all i  0 and that
d(i), u(i) have no nonzero null vectors in common. Pick an ordered basis, {e0, f0}, for F0 with
e0d(0) = f0u(0) = 0. Inductively define ei = fi−1d(i−1) and fi = ei−1u(i−1) for i  1. Then it is
clear that {ei, fi} is the desired basis as in the statement of the proposition. 
Given the canonical actions of d and u in the previous proposition, it is a straightforward
computation to show that the actions of x and y must be as in 2.1. Hence we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.5. If F is a fat point module for C(r,α) for which the center acts trivially, then
F ∼= F(ζ ) for some ζ ∈ K×.
4. Fat point modules with nontrivial central action
In this section we will classify the fat point modules which are not annihilated by Z(C)+.
Recall from our discussion above, if Z(C) acts nontrivially on a fat point module F , then d2
or u2 must act injectively on F . Thus we have two cases to consider. Also recall that the ele-
ments d2k , u2k are central and regular so we may right (or left) localize C at the multiplicatively
closed sets Σd = {d2ki}i0 or Σu = {u2ki}i0. The localizations, CΣ−1d and CΣ−1u , are Z-
graded K-algebras and we define Λd = (CΣ−1d )0 and Λu = (CΣ−1u )0. Finally note that in these
localizations we will write fractions with their denominators on the right.
Following [3], define a normalized C-module to be a graded C-module which is finitely gener-
ated in degree 0 and whose Hilbert series is eventually constant. Then [3, Proposition 7.5] implies
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C-modules which are d-torsion free. Similar remarks hold for Λu. Under this equivalence the fat
point modules correspond to the finite-dimensional simple modules. Thus our problem reduces
to determining the finite-dimensional simple Λd and Λu modules.
We digress momentarily since there are two main problems. Firstly, we do not have presenta-
tions of Λd and Λu in terms of generators and relations. Secondly, the correspondence between
finite-dimensional simple modules and fat point modules needs to be made explicit. We now
address these issues.
Let F be a graded C-module with Fi = 0 for i < 0, and dimFi = n for some fixed n 1 and
all i  0. Assume that F is d-torsion free. For all i  0, choose a basis for Fi so that the action
of d is given by In, the n × n identity matrix. Then the relations of C imply that for all i  0:
x(i+1) = α−1y(i), y(i+1) = x(i), u(i+1) = x(i)y(i+1) − ry(i)x(i+1) and u(i) = −αr(x(i)y(i+1) −
r−1y(i)x(i+1)). It is now clear that the action of C on F is completely determined by x(0) and y(0).
Let β = r
r2+1 . Substituting this information into the remaining two relations of C, we see that
x(0) and y(0) satisfy
αx3 − β(y2x + xy2)= 0 and α−1y3 − β(x2y + yx2)= 0.
Similarly, assume F is u-torsion free and the action of u is given by In for some chosen basis.
Then F is completely determined by x(0) and y(0). This follows from the formulas for all i  0:
x(i+1) = ry(i), y(i+1) = αr−1x(i), d(i) = x(i)y(i+1) − ry(i)x(i+1), and d(i+1) = −αr(x(i)y(i+1) −
r−1y(i)x(i+1)). Furthermore, x(0) and y(0) satisfy
αx3 − r2β(y2x + xy2)= 0 and α−1y3 − r−2β(x2y + yx2)= 0.
This discussion motivates the following definition.
Definition 4.1. Let β = r
r2+1 and define
(1) B = K〈x, y〉/〈αx3 − β(y2x + xy2), α−1y3 − β(x2y + yx2)〉,
(2) B ′ = K〈x, y〉/〈αx3 − r2β(y2x + xy2), α−1y3 − r−2β(x2y + yx2)〉.
From the formulas obtained in the above discussion it is easy to prove the next proposition.
Proposition 4.2. The isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional simple B-modules (respectively
B ′-modules) are in one-to-one correspondence with the isomorphism classes of fat point modules
for C where d2 (respectively u2) acts injectively.
It is easy to show, see [2] for example, that B and B ′ are regular algebras of global dimen-
sion 3. In particular they are domains. Furthermore we have
Proposition 4.3. The K-algebras B and B ′ are isomorphic.
Proof. Define a K-algebra homomorphism φ :B ′ → B by φ(x) = α−1ry and φ(y) = x. If φ
is well defined, then it is clearly bijective. To check that φ is well defined we need to see that
the relations of B ′ map to zero in B . We have φ(αx3 − r2β(y2x + xy2)) = α−1r3(α−1y3 −
β(x2y + yx2)) = 0 and φ(α−1y3 − r−2β(x2y + yx2)) = α−2r3(αx3 − β(y2x + xy2)) = 0. 
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Λd and Λu.
Proposition 4.4. As K-algebras,
(1) B ∼= Λd .
(2) B ′ ∼= Λu.
Proof. We only prove (1) as the proof of (2) is similar and no more difficult. We note that
in CΣ−1d , d is invertible with d−1 = d2k−1d−2k . Define elements xˆ = xd−1, yˆ = yd−1, and
uˆ = ud−1 and note xˆ, yˆ, uˆ ∈ Λd . Define a K-algebra homomorphism ρ :B → Λd by ρ(x) = xˆ,
ρ(y) = yˆ. We first need to check that ρ is well defined, i.e. the relations of B map to zero in Λd .
Firstly, d−1x = d2k−1d−2kx = d2k−1xd−2k = α−kyd2k−1d−2k = yd−1 and d−1y =
d2k−1d−2ky = d2k−1yd−2k = α−k+1xd2k−1d−2k = αxd−1. It is now easy to see that xˆ3 =
αxyxd−3, yˆ2xˆ = α2yx2d−3 and xˆyˆ2 = α2x2yd−3. So ρ(αx3 − β(y2x + xy2)) = αxˆ3 −
β(yˆ2xˆ + xˆyˆ2) = α2β(β−1xyx − (yx2 + x2y))d−3 = 0 in Λd since β−1xyx − (yx2 + x2y) =
(r + r−1)xyx − (yx2 + x2y) = 0 holds in C. Similarly ρ(α−1y3 − β(x2y + yx2)) = 0.
We now prove that ρ is surjective. This will be clear provided we demonstrate that Λd is
generated by xˆ and yˆ as a K-algebra. Let M be the subalgebra of Λd generated by xˆ and yˆ.
We have uˆ ∈ M since yˆ2 − rαxˆ2 = αyxd−2 −αrxyd−2 = −αr(xy − r−1yx)d−2 = udd−2 = uˆ.
Now consider an arbitrary element f ∈ Λd . Write f = cd−n for some n  0 and c ∈ Cn. The
element c is a sum of monomials each of degree n in the generators x, y, d,u of C so to prove
f ∈ M we can reduce to the case c is a monomial.
Claim 1. cd−n ∈ M .
We induct on n = deg c. The cases n = 0,1 are clear. Write c = c′g for some monomial
c′ ∈ Cn−1 and g ∈ {x, y, d,u}. The formulas xˆd−1 = α−1d−1yˆ and yˆd−1 = d−1xˆ show that
Md−1 = d−1M . Now cd−n = c′gd−n ∈ c′Md−n+1 = c′d−n+1M . By induction c′d−n+1 ∈ M ,
hence cd−n ∈ M .
We have proved M = Λd so ρ is surjective. Before proceeding to the proof of the injectivity
of ρ we show
Claim 2. (CΣ−1d )n = Λddn for n ∈ Z.
If f ∈ (CΣ−1d )n, then f = f d−ndn ∈ Λddn for n ∈ Z. The other containment is obvious.
Claim 2 implies that CΣ−1d is a homomorphic image of the Laurent ring Λd [d, d−1]. We
now prove ρ is injective. Suppose the contrary. Because B is a Noetherian domain, it follows
from [7, 8.3.5] that GKdim(Λd)  GKdim(B) − 1 = 2. Now Λd [d, d−1] maps onto CΣ−1d
so from [7, 8.2.2], GKdim(CΣ−1d )GKdim(Λd [d, d−1]) = GKdim(Λd) + 1 3. But this is a
contradiction. Since Σd consists of central regular elements, [7, 8.2.13] shows GKdim(CΣ−1d ) =
GKdim(C) = 4. Hence ρ is injective and we have proved (1). The proof of (2) is similar. 
Corollary 4.5. As K-algebras, Λd and Λu are isomorphic. Moreover they are regular algebras
of global dimension 3.
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following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Let t be a central indeterminate. Let q(t) = x2 − α−1ty2 ∈ B[t].
(1) The subalgebra S = K[x2, y2] of B is commutative.
(2) The relations of B can be rewritten as xq(r) + r2q(r−1)x, yq(r) + q(r−1)y or xq(r−1) +
r−2q(r)x, yq(r−1) + q(r)y.
(3) The element Q = q(r)q(r−1) is central in B .
Proof. The relations given in 4.1 show that x2y = −yx2 + (αβ)−1y3, so x2y2 = −yx2y +
(αβ)−1y4 = −y(−yx2 + (αβ)−1y3) + (αβ)−1y4 = y2x2. Hence (1) holds.
For (2) we have,
xq(r) = x3 − α−1rxy2
= x3 − α−1r(αβ−1x3 − y2x)
= (1 − rβ−1)x3 + α−1ry2x
= −r2(x2 − α−1r−1y2)x
= −r2q(r−1)x.
Similarly yq(r) = −q(r−1)y. It is clear that xq(r)+r2q(r−1)x and yq(r)+q(r−1)y are linearly
independent in the tensor algebra T 〈x, y〉, so they also span the relations of B . The argument for
xq(r−1) + r−2q(r)x and yq(r−1) + q(r)y is similar.
Finally (3) easily follows from (1) and (2). 
We now proceed to classify the finite-dimensional, simple B-modules. We will use the non-
commutative geometry of B to this end. As already noted, B is a regular algebra of global
dimension 3. We will soon see that B is not finitely generated as a module over its center. There-
fore [3, Theorem 7.1, Proposition 7.8] show that the only critical B-modules of GK-dimension
one are the shifted point modules.
Now suppose V is a finite-dimensional, simple B-module with dimV  2. Let V˜ =
K[t] ⊗K V . We make V˜ into a graded right B-module by defining (t i ⊗ v)b = t i+n ⊗ v.b
for i  0 and b ∈ Bn. Then V˜ is a finitely generated, graded, right B-module and is infinite-
dimensional, hence GKdim V˜ = 1. Furthermore the socle of V˜ is zero since V is simple and
dimV  2. Therefore V˜ has a critical composition series whose factors are necessarily shifted
point modules. Hence we may assume V˜ contains a point module of B , say P . Moreover the
natural projection π : V˜ → V restricted to P shows that V is a quotient of P . We now record the
point modules for B .
Proposition 4.7. Let E ⊂ P1 × P1 denote the point scheme of B and let ψ :E → E denote the
point-scheme automorphism.
(1) The point scheme E is the union of two curves C1 and C2 where
C1 =
{([1, b], [1, αb−1r−1]) ∣∣ b ∈ P1} and C2 = {([1, b], [1, αb−1r]) ∣∣ b ∈ P1}.
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(a) ψ([1, b], [1, αb−1r−1]) = ([1, αb−1r−1], [1, br2]),
(b) ψ([1, b], [1, αb−1r]) = ([1, αb−1r], [1, br−2]).
Proof. A straightforward computation which we omit. 
Consider the elements q(r) and q(r−1) defined in 4.6. These define bihomogeneous (1,1)-
forms on P1 × P1. Let V(q(r)) and V(q(r−1)) denote the corresponding subschemes of
P
1 ×P1. We note that C1 = V(q(r)) and C2 = V(q(r−1)) and that the two points ([0,1], [1,0]),
([1,0], [0,1]) lie in C1 ∪ C2. Furthermore ψ :E → E switches the curves C1 and C2. Since r is
not a root of unity, we can see that ψ does not have finite order on the closed points of E. Hence,
by [3, Theorem 7.1], B is not a finitely generated module over its center.
Theorem 4.8. If V is a finite-dimensional, simple B-module, then dimV  2.
Proof. Assume dimV = n 3. We will derive a contradiction. Consider V˜ and let P ⊂ V˜ be a
point module for B . Write P =⊕i1〈t i−1 ⊗ ei〉 for some ei ∈ V . We now analyse several cases
based on the possibilities for P .
Case 1. P ∼ ([0,1], [1,0]) or P ∼ ([1,0], [0,1]).
Recall V is a quotient of P and in this case P is annihilated by x2 and y2. It follows that
V is a simple module for the ring B¯ = K〈x, y〉/〈x2, y2〉. It is straightforward to prove that C¯ =
K[xy+yx] is a central subring of B¯ . Furthermore B¯ is generated by 1, x, y, and xy as C¯-module.
Whence it easily follows that B¯ only has 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional simple modules.
Case 2. P ∼ ([1, b], [1, αb−1r−1]) or P ∼ ([1, b], [1, αb−1r]) for some b ∈ K×.
First consider the nonzero subspaces V q(r) and V q(r−1) of V . From 4.6, it is easy to see
that x and y switch these subspaces. Whence V q(r)+V q(r−1) is a nonzero B-submodule of V .
So V = V q(r) + V q(r−1). Furthermore V q(r) ∩ V q(r−1) is a proper B-submodule of V , so
it is zero. Therefore V = V q(r) ⊕ V q(r−1). Finally, since x defines an invertible linear map
V q(r) → V q(r−1), we see that dimV q(r) = dimV q(r−1). Hence n = dimV is even.
We next give the formulas for the actions of x and y on the ei . The action of x is given by
ei .x = ei+1. The action of y is given by,
ei .y =
{
bri−1ei+1 i odd,
αb−1ri−1ei+1 i even.
Let V ′ be the K-span of {e1, . . . , en} in V . Suppose {e1, . . . , en} is linearly dependent and let
j < n be maximal such that {e1, . . . , ej } is independent. Then ej .B1 ⊂ 〈e1, . . . , ej 〉 and, since B
is generated by B1, it follows that 〈e1, . . . , ej 〉 is a B-submodule of V . Of course this contradicts
the simplicity of V . Hence V = V ′.
Define λ1, . . . , λn ∈ K by en.x = en+1 = ∑i λiei . Suppose we are in the case where P ∼
([1, b], [1, αb−1r−1]). Since n is even, we have enq(r−1) = 0. We now calculate enq(r−1) and
show that necessarily λ1 = 0. This is the desired contradiction since then 〈e2, . . . , en〉 is a proper,
nonzero, B-submodule of V .
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enq
(
r−1
)= en(x2 − α−1r−1y2)
= en+1.x − b−1r−nen+1.y
=
n∑
i=1
λiei+1 − b−1r−n
(∑
i odd
λibr
i−1ei+1 +
∑
i even
λiαb
−1r−(i−1)ei+1
)
.
Considering the e1 and e2 coefficients, we have λ1λn(1 − αb−2r−2n+1) = 0 and λ1(1 − r−n) +
λ2λn(1 − αb−2r−2n+1) = 0, respectively. If λ1 = 0, we are done. So λn(1 − αb−2r−2n+1) = 0.
But then, since r is not a root of unity, λ1 = 0.
The case where P ∼ ([1, b], [1, αb−1r]) is similar and is omitted. 
Having ruled out the existence of finite-dimensional, simple B-modules of dimension greater
than 2, we now find all of the simple 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional B-modules. Since r is
not a root of unity, it is easy to see that the only 1-dimensional simple B-module is the trivial
module. The 2-dimensional simple modules are parametrized by K×/{±1}.
Theorem 4.9. Let V be a 2-dimensional simple B-module.
(1) For some λ ∈ K×, there exists an ordered basis for V for which the actions of x and y are
given by
( 0 0
λ 0
)
and
( 0 λ
0 0
)
, respectively. We will denote this dependence by V = V (λ).
(2) If λ,λ′ ∈ K×, then V (λ) ∼= V (λ′) if and only if λ = ±λ′.
Proof. We use a similar argument as in the proof of the previous theorem. Consider V˜
and let P ⊂ V˜ be a point module. From the proof of 4.8 it is clear that the cases P ∼
([1, b], [1, αb−1r−1]) and P ∼ ([1, b], [1, αb−1r]) are untenable. If P ∼ ([0,1], [1,0]), then x2
and y2 act as zero and there is a basis for V such that x acts as
( 0 0
μ 0
)
for some μ ∈ K× and y acts
as
( 0 1
0 0
)
. A change of basis, explicitly a diagonal change of basis, proves the first statement. The
case where P ∼ ([1,0], [0,1]) results in the same type of module. It is clear that V (λ) is simple.
The second statement is now clear. An isomorphism V (λ) → V (λ′) can be interpreted as
a change of basis, and λ2 is the unique nonzero eigenvalue of the matrix giving the action
of xy. Furthermore, if {e, f } and {e′, f ′} are the respective bases on V (λ), V (λ′) for which
the actions of x and y are as in (1), then φ(e) = e′, φ(f ) = −f ′ defines an isomorphism
φ :V (λ) → V (−λ). 
We next define the fat point modules which correspond via 4.2 to the 2-dimensional simple
modules.
Definition 4.10. Let λ ∈ K×. Let F = ⊕Fn be an N-graded vector space over K with
dimK Fn = 2 for all n  0. Fix a basis {en, fn} for Fn, for each n  0. Let I2 denote the 2 × 2
identity matrix.
(1) Define a graded C-module structure on F , denoted D(λ), as follows. The action of the
generators of C on F are given by the following matrices (with respect to the chosen bases).
(a) x(i) = ( 0 0
α−i/2λ 0
)
for i even and x(i) = ( 0 α−(i+1)/2λ0 0
)
for i odd.
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)
for i even and y(i) = ( 0 0
α(−i+1)/2λ 0
)
for i odd.
(c) d(i) = I2 for all i  0.
(d) u(i) = 0 for all i  0.
(2) Define a graded C-module structure on F , denoted U(λ), as follows. The action of the
generators of C on F are given by the following matrices (with respect to the chosen bases).
(a) x(i) = ( 0 0
αi/2λ 0
)
for i even and x(i) = ( 0 rα(i−1)/2λ0 0
)
for i odd.
(b) y(i) = ( 0 αi/2λ0 0
)
for i even and y(i) = ( 0 0
r−1α(i+1)/2λ 0
)
for i odd.
(c) d(i) = 0 for all i  0.
(d) u(i) = I2 for all i  0.
It is straightforward to see that D(λ) (respectively U(λ)) is the fat point module corresponding
to the B-module (respectively B ′-module) V (λ) via the formulas established in the discussion
prior to 4.1. Moreover 4.2 and 4.9 imply that D(λ) is isomorphic to D(λ′) for some λ,λ′ ∈ K×
if and only if λ = ±λ′. Similarly, U(λ) is isomorphic to U(λ′) for some λ,λ′ ∈ K× if and only if
λ = ±λ′. We now consider the action of the shift functor, τ , on the fat points [D(λ)] and [U(λ)].
Proposition 4.11. Let α1/2 be a fixed square root of α. Then
(1) (D(λ)[1])0 ∼= D(α−1/2λ) in gr-modC,
(2) (U(λ)[1])0 ∼= U(α1/2λ) in gr-modC.
Proof. We first prove (1). Let D′ = (D(λ)[1])0. Define a map ψi :D′i → D(α−1/2λ)i by ψi =( 0 1
α1/2 0
)
for all i  0, where we are using the bases on D′ and D(α−1/2λ) given in 4.10. It is
clear that this defines a K-linear isomorphism ψ : D′ → D(α−1/2λ) of graded vector spaces. It
remains to check that ψ commutes with the action of C and this is a straightforward computation.
The proof of (2) is similar. Define ψi : ((U(λ)[1])0)i → U(α1/2λ)i by
( 0 r
α1/2 0
)
for all
i  0. 
We then have the following.
Corollary 4.12. Let λ,λ′ ∈ K×. Let τ : [M] → [M[1]] be the shift functor on ProjC. Then
(1) τ [D(λ)] = [D(α−1/2λ)] and τ [U(λ)] = [U(α1/2λ)].
(2) If M(λ) denotes D(λ) or U(λ), then [M(λ)] = [M(λ′)] if and only if λ = ±λ′.
(3) If α is a primitive kth root of unity, then τ has order k on the fat points [D(λ)] and [U(λ)].
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